Hemlock Restoration Initiative Newsletter
Summer 2020—Issue 4
The turmoil of the last several months on a national and global level weighs heavily on us.
Our thoughts and attention turn to those who are suffering and whose lives and livelihoods
have been most impacted by recent events and by the more chronic issues that plague
our world. We furthermore acknowledge and appreciate those who are putting their own
health and well-being at risk to keep our communities running and moving in a positive
direction.
On a programmatic level, we were regretful to have to cancel our spring workshops,
outreach events, and volunteer projects. We miss the personal interaction and opportunity to work together to advance
hemlock health, but the change in focus has also served as a reminder of the value of the many things we take for
granted, including healthy forests and ecosystems and the interconnectedness of everything. So many of us have
turned to our forests and even the plants in our yards and neighborhoods to seek solace and a sense of stability and
continuity. We are all balancing multiple responsibilities to our families, communities and larger environment and
striving to do our part to do work that is important and beneficial. We know the path forward will remain challenging
and while our role, as individuals and as a non-profit program, may be limited, our aim is still to be of service to the
community and to the environment at large, especially in the areas where we excel the most.
We hope that this edition of our newsletter will provide a chance to reflect on and acknowledge the good work that was
done in 2019 by HRI staff, our incredible volunteers and program partners, as well as provide an opportunity to remind
you we are here to assist you with any hemlock management questions you may have and to assure you we are
planning to continue the hemlock restoration work well underway in Hemlock Conservation Areas across the state.
We wish you all peace, health and purpose in the months ahead.

Resources and advice for landowners
Part of HRI’s mission is to educate landowners and land managers about their
options for hemlock management. To this
end, for the last couple years we have
been offering HWA management workshops. These full-day, hands-on trainings
are designed to equip participants with the
knowledge and experience necessary to
make informed choices to manage their
hemlocks and to treat their trees themselves or hire a tree care professional.
Due to a generous grant from the NCFS
Urban and Community Forestry program
in 2019, we have been able to increase
our capacity to deliver these programs.
We held workshops in the Brevard, Black
Mountain, Waynesville, and Mills River
areas in late 2019 and early 2020, in addition to a shorter virtual workshop, offered
with the help of NC Cooperative Extension
Buncombe County office in March. Stay
tuned—we hope to reschedule two workshops planned for the Asheville and Marion areas in the upcoming year, along with
a series of additional online presentations.

HRI staff is still available to answer your
questions and provide information and
guidance about managing your hemlocks. If you are considering chemically
treating your trees, please take a look at
the resources on our Info for Landowners
webpage: savehemlocksnc.org/solutions/
info-for-landowners
In an effort to measure the impact of our
education and outreach to landowners, we
developed a hemlock treatment follow-up
survey. Since implementing the survey
last year, we have received over 80 responses. Many of those who responded
have treated their trees since having contact with us, either on their own or using a
tree care professional. One respondent
told us that his contact with us had a
“huge impact on how I moved forward with
treatment, for the better. The clear, concise information allowed me to treat the
trees myself.” If you would like to fill out
the survey, visit the Contact Us page on
our website. Thanks to everyone who has
already submitted one.

Thanks for the support from our funders:

HRI is a program of:

After completing our treatment follow-up survey, workshop participants are eligible to receive a
11x17”
“Hemlock
Conservation
Area” aluminum sign to post on their
property.
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HRI Supports Treatment and
Research Efforts with US Forest
Service and Camcore
This fall HRI worked with the US Forest Service on a few
of their hemlock restoration projects. The Carolina Hemlocks and Black Mountain campgrounds near Mount
Mitchell are both nestled within large stands of hemlocks
along the South Toe River. HRI and volunteers treated
over 1,000 trees within and adjacent to the campgrounds,
the majority of which were being retreated to extend their
protection. A few of these retreated trees were towering
giants reaching 40 inches in diameter. Most of the
campground trees were initially protected from HWA years
ago, so these trees are a great example of what early and
routine treatments can accomplish. As you can imagine, it
was easy for our crew and volunteers to enjoy this project
and the beautiful lunch breaks on the river. We’re happy to
have the opportunity to keep these trees healthy and help
campers appreciate the shady, cool campsites that a mature stand of hemlocks can provide.
HRI also joined the USFS Southern
Research Station and Camcore to

assist in their hemlock restoration research. The research
planting took place over three chilly December days just
outside the Bent Creek Experimental Forest in the Pisgah
National Forest. Both eastern and Carolina hemlocks were
planted in rows that spanned an artificially created forest
gap. Building on a previous study done at DuPont State
Forest and Cold Mountain Game Land, the study aims to
find the best way to plant hemlocks when conducting restoration efforts. The researchers are evaluating the effects
of hemlock species, herbicide treatments, insecticide
treatments, and varying sunlight conditions on HWA densities and seedling performance. With the help of USFS
staff and some enthusiastic volunteers, we managed to
plant over 1200 seedlings in three days.
In March, HRI volunteers once again assisted Camcore in
planting 500 Carolina hemlocks to establish a conservation seed orchard at Gill State Forest in Crossnore.
Camcore’s objective is to conserve the genetic diversity of
this unique endemic and imperiled hemlock species by
maintaining the orchard trees as an ongoing source for
new seed, instead of relying exclusively on long-term cold
or cryogenic storage. The trees that make up
this seed orchard have been grown from seed
collected from multiple Carolina hemlock populations across their limited range. Camcore has
planted additional hemlock seed orchards in
Pisgah and Cherokee National Forests.

Left to right: Volunteers and staff plant eastern and Carolina hemlocks, Volunteers and HRI staff pose with a giant eastern hemlock at Carolina
Hemlocks Campground, Volunteer Chuck Scharff and HRI staff take a break from treating trees at Carolina Hemlocks Campground.

2019 by the numbers
~30 Hemlock Conservation Areas established on
3 State Parks, 3 State Forests, 5 NC Wildlife Resources Commission Game Lands, and 10 other conserved lands
across 14 Western North Carolina counties (~130 established since 2015)
33,970 hemlocks chemically treated by HRI and state agency staff, NGO partners and volunteers, totaling
204,733 diameter inches
1974 Laricobius beetles released in hemlock stands and >2,000 adults and larvae recovered from 39 sites
42 outreach events, educational hikes, and presentations
89 participants in 5 hemlock treatment training workshops
88 calls answered from landowners requesting hemlock management advice
260 hemlocks treated through the cost share program in Transylvania County
>1,100 hours given by 101 volunteers to hemlock restoration & research-related activities

Volunteer Spotlight: Christoph Berenotto
The Hemlock Restoration Initiative could not do what we do without the help of our hard-working volunteers. Our
“volunteer spotlight” highlights the contributions of one especially dedicated volunteer.
Christoph Berenotto works as
a raft guide in Colorado in the warmer
months, then moves here to western
North Carolina for the fall and winter
to paddle the region’s whitewater rivers. Christoph first started volunteering for HRI in November of 2017 when
Alex Harvey-- another extraordinary
volunteer who helped initiate the collaborative PHHAT (Paddlers Hemlock
Health Action Taskforce) project-noticed Christoph removing invasive
Chinese privet plants around the
Fishtop Access on the Green River.
His passion for battling invasive spe-

cies was apparent, so Alex promptly
invited him to join PHHAT in protecting hemlocks along the Green River.
An exceptional kayaker, Christoph often leads volunteer teams to
treat hemlock trees in the Narrows, an
especially difficult and hard-to-access
section of the Green River Gorge. “It’s
rewarding to climb up steep slopes to
treat hard to reach trees,” says Christoph. “Based on how challenging the
area is to access by land, I know that
if we don’t reach a hemlock there, it
probably won’t be treated.”
But that’s not all Christoph has
contributed to HRI; Christoph has
logged over 220 volunteer hours doing
everything from hemlock treatment to
planting seedlings. He has repeatedly
rearranged his plans and cleared his
schedule to be available to join us in
the field. Christoph referred to his volunteering as “an existential salve”
amidst his seasonal jobs. He said,
“Once you see the problem, you can’t
unsee it. I started seeing dead and
dying trees all the time. I think that the
strength of a seasonal job is that I
have time to volunteer in a way where
I can do the most good.”
Not only does Christoph work
hard to help us protect trees, he also
provides a willing and cheerful presChristoph and David pose for a photo while ence. One of the things he enjoys
treating an eastern hemlock
most about volunteer days is the com-

This year’s staff

The HRI team continues
to grow and do great
work for hemlocks. This
season, we had four forestry techs in addition to
our outreach associate,
AmeriCorps Project Conserve member, and our
fearless director. Pictured
to the left is our treatment
team hanging out with the
hemlocks. (From top to
bottom) Blake Ledbetter,
Aaron Whiting, Alexis De
Seze, Ben Chase, Margot
Wallston, and David Siripoonsup. (Not pictured:
Thom Green)
Visit our website to read
about what two former
forestry techs are up to.

munity centered around doing something meaningful and “meeting people
who actually care about these environmental issues.”
Not all recreational users go
the extra mile to positively impact the

Christoph leads the way on a Green River
PHHAT treatment day

environment they play in. Christoph is
a stellar example of a resource user
determined to be a conscientious resource steward. HRI is thankful for
Christoph’s intrepid spirit, continued
motivation, and dedication to helping
us keep our forests and rivers healthy.

Asian Longhorned Beetle
In other forest health news, the
Asian longhorned beetle, an invasive tree-killing insect, was recently found in South Carolina for
the first time. Prior to that, the
closest known population was in
southwestern Ohio. The Asian
longhorned beetle attacks many
species of trees including maple,
willow, elm, sycamore, and
birch. Although the beetle is not
currently not found in North Carolina, state foresters need your
help to stay vigilant and report
sightings. Learn how to detect it
with this Pest Watch from
NCDA&CS and report it to newpest@ncagr.gov (specimens and
photos appreciated).
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N.C. Forest Service has hemlock seedlings for sale!
The NCFS is committed to the restoration of our native hemlocks and
has partnered with HRI to help restore this species. This has included
treatment of tens of thousands of trees and providing seedlings for restoration. NCFS is continuing that effort by using existing growing space
to increase seedling production of this species so organizations and individuals have
adequate plant material for their efforts.
This year, NCFS has seeded over 100,000 eastern and Carolina hemlocks in the
Linville River Nursery greenhouse. These are treated seedlings, but are not resistant. NCFS first grew hemlocks last year in an effort to provide seedlings for restoration and to familiarize themselves with the cultural practices required for production, including germination protocols and storage options. Those seedlings sold out
quickly. Orders for this year begin July 1st.
The current catalog and seedling store can be found at www.ncforestservice.gov
under the Nursery and Tree Improvement program. Further details are included in
the NCFS blog story entitled “A Second Chance For Hemlocks.”
http://info.ncagr.gov/blog/2020/05/20/a-second-chance-for-hemlocks/

Forest Restoration Alliance Update
Our partners at the Forest Restoration
Alliance have been busy at work researching HWA-resistant hemlocks.
They are working on two approaches
at the same time: looking for resistance or partial resistance in our
native hemlocks, as well as breeding
and backcrossing native hemlocks
with Asian species that show resistance or tolerance to HWA.
In the past year, FRA staff continued
to improve their new screening facility,
a renovated pool house at the Mountain Research Station in Waynesville
which was supported by two HRI cash
awards in 2014 and 2015. Recently
they have added additional equipment, like a lighted growth chamber
and a new seed sorting device that
separates out viable seeds by density
using an air blower. These and other
improvements have allowed for increased seed set, germination rates,
and productivity, all of which are essential to the advancement of their
research.

Other exciting news is that they have
germinated their first successful backcrosses of Carolina and Chinese hemlocks (photo to the right). These are
the offspring of a half-Carolina, halfChinese paternal parent originally produced by the US National Arboretum
that supplied the pollen and a pure
Carolina maternal parent that lives on
the Haywood Community College
campus. They will still require DNA
analysis from needle samples to con- Germinated seeds from a successful backcross
firm the paternal species composition, of an HWA-resistant Carolina x Chinese hemand if confirmed they will be ¾ Caroli- lock hybrid and pure Carolina hemlock.
na and ¼ Chinese hemlocks--a great
step in the breeding process.
don’t have access to the app, you can
also report survivor trees on the FRA
FRA is always looking for new candi- website,
threatenedforests.com.
date trees for testing. You can report
a “survivor tree,” a hemlock that We are pleased that we have been
stands out in health from those around able to continue supporting the FRA
it, with the TreeSnap app. By using and spreading the word about their
the app, you can tell FRA researchers research through volunteer workdays
about the characteristics of the tree at their Waynesville greenhouse. If
and include a photo. The location of you would like to sign up for a future
the tree is also recorded, but is only workday,
email
volunavailable to the researchers. If you teer@savehemlocksnc.org.

Request for photos of HCAs
We are building a new, interactive, georeferenced story map to highlight our
state’s Hemlock Conservation Areas and are seeking photos for each property that illustrate the essence of the place--what makes it special. Selected
photos will appear on our website. Get your artwork out there! You can find a
list of our HCAs on our website. (Photos that include healthy hemlocks get
extra points, of course!) Submit to info@savehemlocksnc.org.
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